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Appendix A 

EBM Curriculum Contents for Brazilian health care schools 

Content 
Importance 

of each item 

Degree of 

Consensus 

0. Introductory EBM concepts   

The definition of evidence-based practice (EBM), as a 

transversal concept to health education: "the integration of the 

best research evidence with our clinical knowledge and the 

unique values and circumstances of our patient". 

Practised Moderate 

Hierarchy of levels of evidence for each type of clinical 

question, primary vs. research. secondary research, including 

the advantages and disadvantages. 

Explained Moderate 

Practice the five steps of EBM: ask, search, evaluate, apply and 

reevaluate. 

Practised Strong 

Adopt the clinical decision-making model based on EBM 

principles, with scientific skeptical thinking to distinguish 

advertising from evidence. Knowing the danger of new 

“branded”, “trendy” or more expensive treatments as they may 

not necessarily be indicated by current evidence, despite being 

disclosed in the media. 

Explained Moderate 

1. Concepts for question   

Identify and prioritize uncertainties or knowledge gaps in 

practice. 

Practised Strong 

Use the PICOT strategy to structure clinical questions that can be 

answered, recognize the importance, advantages and 

implementation strategies (includes: P elements: population; I: 

intervention; C: comparison; O: outcome; T: time). 

Practised Strong 

2. Searching the literature   

Know the difference in topics contained in the different 

databases (for example, MEDLINE: Biomedical, PEDro: 

Physiotherapy, CINAHL :, PsycINFO: mental health, EMBASE, 

COCHANE: health sciences, SCOPUS: health and social 

sciences, WEB OF SCIENCE : health sciences and others, 

LILACs: health sciences). 

Practised Moderate 

Know how to use the resources of different databases (for 

example, MEDLINE, PEDro, CINAHL, PsycINFO, EMBASE, 

COCHANE, SCOPUS, WEB OF SCIENCE, LILACs). 

Practised Strong 

Build and execute a search strategy. Uncontrolled search terms: 

represent the textual words and their synonyms, variations of 
spelling, acronyms and correlates, example: Component P 

“systemic arterial hypertension. Controlled search terms: 

“Medical subject titles” or “subject descriptors”, which are used 

to index articles in the databases, for example: Component P 
“Hypertension”; “High Blood Pressure”, terms MeSH and 

Practised Strong 
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DECS. And use Boolean operators AND, OR, NO, truncation). 

Role of search filters (for example, language limit, human, year 

or study design). 

Practised Strong 

The importance of designing a search strategy that answers the 

specific question (for example, a "research" more focused on 

answering a quick clinical question versus a broad search for 

"everything" to conduct a systematic review). 

Practised Strong 

3. Critical Appraisal:   

Randomization (the importance and methods of randomization). Explained Moderate 

Secret allocation. Explained Strong 

Blinding. Explained Strong 

Loss of follow-up / Attrition. Explained Moderate 

Intention to treat analysis. Explained Moderate 

The difference between cause and association. Explained Strong 

Confounders (methods to detect and adjust for confounding 

factors). 

Explained Moderate 

The importance of considering conflict of interest / sources of 

funding when evaluating articles. 

Explained Strong 

Number needed to treat (NNT). Practised Moderate 

3. 1 Evaluation of results (Evaluation concepts)   

Classifications of study designs: Interventional vs. observational; 

systematic reviews, RCTs, non-RCTs, cohort, case-control, 

cross-sectional, etc. 

Explained Moderate 

The pros and cons of each study design for different types of 

research questions. 

Explained Moderate 

Systematic review and meta-analysis (definitions and their 

importance). 

Explained Strong 

How to critically evaluate a systematic review. Practised Strong 

How to critically evaluate a study on effects of interventions. Practised Strong 

How to critically evaluate a diagnostic study. Practised Strong 

How to critically evaluate a prognosis study. Practised Strong 

How to critically evaluate a damage study. Practised Strong 

How to critically evaluate a qualitative study. Practised Moderate 

How to critically evaluate a clinical practice guidelines. Practised Strong 

Clinical Practice Guidelines (development, sources, advantages 

and limitations). 

Explained Strong 

The EQUATOR guidelines (for example, STROBE, CONSORT 

and PRISMA). 

Practised Strong 
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How to assess the methodological quality of an article 

(instruments for analyzing the risk of bias). 

Practised Strong 

3.2 Evaluation: Interpretation (Statistical concepts)   

Classifications of data types: categorical (dichotomous, nominal, 

ordinal) versus continuous data. 

Explained Moderate 

Confidence intervals: what are they and how to interpret. Explained Moderate 

The difference between random error and systematic error. Explained Strong 

Sensitivity analysis: what is it and how to interpret its results. Explained Strong 

Subgroup analysis: what is it and how to interpret its results. Explained Strong 

Meta-analysis: what is it and how to interpret its results. Practised Moderate 

Heterogeneity: what is it, methods to detect it and how to 

interpret it. 

Explained Moderate 

The difference between clinical and statistical significance. Explained Moderate 

Classifications of types of bias (sources, types and how to deal): 

ex: performance bias; detection bias; selection bias; publication 

bias (funnel plot, Egger test). 

Explained Strong 

Meaning and types of validity (internal versus external validity). Explained Strong 

Types of measurements (proportion, mean, mode, median, SD, 

interval, interquartile ranges). 

Practised Strong 

Graphical presentation of data (for example, scatter plot, 

distribution curve, Kaplan-Meier curve, Bland-Altman plot, 

Forest plot). 

Explained Moderate 

Presentation and tabulation of data (for example, summary of 

research tables in Cochrane reviews). 

Practised Moderate 

Type I and Type II error. Explained Moderate 

Parametric tests vs. non-parametric. Explained Moderate 

4. Application   

Management of uncertainty in decision-making in clinical 

practice. 

Practised Weak 

Recognize possible barriers at the individual level to the 

translation of knowledge and strategies to overcome them 

Explained Strong 

Shared decision making (importance and strategies, including 

communicating benefits and damages to patients, and sharing 

decisions with patients) and the role of decision support tools. 

Explained Strong 

A patient's baseline affects the expected benefit (and the 

calculation of the expected individual benefit). 

Explained Weak 

5. Evaluation   

Supervision and training of EBM for students. Practised Strong 

Reflective clinical practice (what is it and how to practice it). Practised Strong 
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Additional information   

About the EBM discipline, it must be offered with epidemiology and biostatistics 

prerequisite. 

Strong 

Distribute content throughout the course (within other specific disciplines in the 

study area) with increasing degree of complexity. 

Moderate 

Workload (semester): 61-90 hours Moderate 

* Abbreviations: I, include; EBM, evidence-based practice; PICO, patient, intervention, comparison, 

result; PICOT, population, intervention, comparison, result, time; PO, population, result; MeSH, 

Medical Subject Headings; RCT, randomized controlled trials; VS, versus. 
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